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Chapter 1Modernized historic Woodrow Wilson High School in Washington, D.C.

The FMP Update is a long range, 
comprehensive District-wide plan for 
modernizing all schools within 25 years. 
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The Austin Independent School District (AISD) is committed to its vision statement, as approved by the Board of 

Trustees in June 2015:

“Austin ISD will reinvent the urban 
school experience.”

Introduction
Chapter 1

The Purpose of the 2016-17 Facility Master Plan Update

With this aspiration in mind, AISD’s Board of Trustees in September 2015 launched the 2016-17 Facility Master Plan 

Update (“FMP Update”). This document, the result of that effort, provides the high-level, long-term framework within 

which the District will ensure that its facilities continue to support excellence in teaching and learning at every level. 

Developed in conformity with a set of Guiding Principles established by the Board of Trustees, this FMP Update has 

considered AISD’s academic vision, extensive public input, and multiple challenges facing the District today. The 

entire process was guided by the Facilities and Bond Planning Advisory Committee (FABPAC), a group of 18 citizens 

appointed by the Board of Trustees. The FABPAC worked with staff, administration, and consultants to evaluate capital 

improvement needs of the District and provide recommendations to the Board on long-range facilities planning, 

amendments to the FMP, and the scope of work and timing of future bond programs.

Among the challenges faced by AISD is the current state of its school facilities. The District’s building stock is aging 

and suffering from an increasingly severe deterioration of conditions, despite AISD’s efforts to address deferred 

maintenance and perform capital replacements and upgrades. Moreover, regardless of their condition, most of the 

District’s school facilities are not designed to support emerging models of 21st-century education. Meanwhile, the 

changing demographics of the city are greatly affecting enrollment patterns. Although overall enrollment across 

the District is projected to decline slightly each year over the next decade, there are areas within AISD where already 

severe overcrowding will increase, and other areas where under-enrollment trends are likely to worsen. Both extremes 

compromise the quality of education delivered to students: overcrowded schools have required extensive use of 

portable classrooms and strain the capacity of core spaces while under-enrolled schools are a strain on the resources 

required for a full range of academic and co-curricular offerings. 
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83,000
students

12,000
employees

With this aspiration in mind, AISD’s Board of Trustees in September 2015 launched the 2016-17 Facility Master Plan 

Update (“FMP Update”). This document, the result of that effort, provides the high-level, long-term framework within 

which the District will ensure that its facilities continue to support excellence in teaching and learning at every level. 

Developed in conformity with a set of Guiding Principles established by the Board of Trustees, this FMP Update has 

considered AISD’s academic vision, extensive public input, and multiple challenges facing the District today. The 

entire process was guided by the Facilities and Bond Planning Advisory Committee (FABPAC), a group of 18 citizens 

appointed by the Board of Trustees. The FABPAC worked with staff, administration, and consultants to evaluate capital 

improvement needs of the District and provide recommendations to the Board on long-range facilities planning, 

amendments to the FMP, and the scope of work and timing of future bond programs.

AISD faces these challenges within a constrained budget environment, particularly considering the Recapture Plan

under which the State of Texas redirects tax revenues from school districts determined to be property “wealthy” to 

those considered property “poor.” As a result, only bond financing (which is not subject to the Recapture Plan)

provides the means by which AISD can achieve full value in its investment of capital funds.

This FMP Update fulfills a requirement as the first biennial update to AISD’s 2014 Facility Master Plan (“FMP”), and

as such, it is anticipated that it will be further updated every two years moving forward. A comprehensive update 

similar to this 2016-17 effort will occur every five years.

The comprehensive assessment and rigorous planning completed for this effort provide a baseline for this FMP

Update to establish a new and lasting vision for the modernization of AISD’s school facilities. Unlike the “band-aid”

approach of past capital investment initiatives by the District, this FMP Update conceives a thorough reinvention

process that will extend the useful life of AISD’s school facilities for another generation. It is expected that this

FMP Update will serve as the baseline for detailed planning for both a potential November 2017 bond election

and possible subsequent bond elections in future years.

Episcopal Academy in Newtown Square, PA

130
programs

117
campuses
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Dunbar High School in Washington, D.C.

Martin Luther King Jr. High School in Detroit, MI
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Health, Safety, & 
Security

First and foremost, the health, safety and security of 

our students and staff is the number one priority. The 

FMP will support safety and security measures at all 

District facilities through compliance with all safety 

codes and regulations. The District will incorporate 

safety and security best practices in the design, 

construction, maintenance and operation of the 

District’s facilities.

Academics & 
Co-curricular Supports

The FMP is academically-driven, recognizes that 

physical environment and facilities affect learning 

and student achievement, and supports the 

achievement of the academic and co-curricular (e.g., 

physical education, athletics, fine arts, and career 

and technical education, etc.) goals and strategies 

articulated in the District’s Strategic Plan and Board 

Priorities.

Environmental 
Stewardship & Sustainability

The FMP will be developed to support and protect 

the environment and strengthen academics through 

the use of sustainable and conservation-focused 

practices for its buildings, grounds and equipment. 

The plan will be informed by best practices in daily 

operations of facilities and equipment using green 

energy, energy efficiency, resource recovery, water 

conservation, waste minimization and sustainable 

building practices.

Equity in 
Facilities

The FMP will address equity in facilities by providing 

each school and site facilities based on current 

Educational Specifications, through community input 

based on needs and Board-approved programs at the 

campus. These facilities will provide students access 

to quality academic and specialized programming 

and technology through the construction and/or 

renovation of facilities through a strategic, phased 

modernization strategy.

Guiding Principles
Recognizing that a successful Facility Master Plan must be rooted in parameters which advance the over-arching 
goals of the District, the AISD Board of Trustees in September 2013 approved a set of Guiding Principles to shape 
the development of the 2014 FMP and its future updates. These Principles broadly address the educational, 
operational, and social justice goals of AISD:
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Protection of Financial 
Investment

The Facility Master Plan will include the protection 

of the taxpayers’ investment in the District’s facilities 

through long-term plan with a two-year review 

cycle for maintenance, repairs and renovations to 

extend the useful life of existing facilities coupled 

with the development of parameters for building 

replacement.

Communication & Community 
Engagement

The FMP development process must provide multiple 

opportunities for meaningful input and varied means 

of engagement tailored to community needs.

Optimal 
Utilization

The FMP will identify specific plans and/or remedies 

to achieve a target range of 75% - 115% of 

permanent capacity when compared with projected 

student enrollment, beginning with the opening 

of the 2016-17 school year and every school year 

thereafter, and will contain a two-year cycle of review 

for enrollment projections for subsequent years.

Note: This guiding principle has been revised effective SY2020-21. 
See Appendix G.

While these Guiding Principles have served as the parameters for all long-range planning 
efforts since their creation, this FMP Update represents an opportunity to fulfill them in ways 
other recent initiatives – particularly the District’s 2013 Bond Program and the 2014 FMP 
document – could not.
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The most recent investment in capital improvements to the District’s facilities 

was financed via a bond issuance in 2013. Unfortunately, only two of the four 

2013 bond measures advanced in May of that year were approved by voters. As 

a result, the focus of the 2013 bond program was on addressing the pressing 

needs of near-term capital maintenance and selected system upgrades, rather 

than longer-term strategic investments with an eye toward bringing AISD’s 

schools up to national standards for 21st-century learning environments. This 

program supported technology, transportation and energy conservation, and 

addressed critical renovations and improvements at facilities across the District, 

as well as repairs and renovations to aging schools. However, major needs that 

were not addressed included proposed additions and new school construction 

to relieve overcrowding and investments in athletics and fine arts initiatives. 

Those needs remain unaddressed today.

2013 Bond 
Program

The 2014 Facilities Master Plan detailed the Guiding Principles and resulting 

strategies. This document established a set of short-term and long-term 

recommendations, which included the completion of projects authorized under 

the 2013 bond program, the creation of community engagement processes to 

grapple with pressing issues such as overcrowded schools, and consideration 

of future projects to address both capacity and conditions challenges. However, 

this document stopped short of identifying specific recommendations for long-

term action on all schools within the District. Although it set the framework for 

future action, including the requirement for updates every two years, it did not 

provide a blueprint for a comprehensive modernization of the District’s schools 

or specific lists of projects that could be acted upon via future bond initiatives.

2014 
Facility 
Master 
Plan

Phelps Architecture, Construction, and Engineering High School in 
Washington, D.C. Episcopal Academy in Newtown Square, PA
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The 2014 FMP requires a review every two years in light of new data, community engagement feedback, strategic plan 

alignment, Board priorities, and legislative and regulatory requirements. This FMP Update is the next step in that cycle. 

The process for its creation, however, has been designed to contrast with previous capital investment initiatives by the 

District in three ways:

2016-17 Facility Master Plan Update

This FMP Update is not, however, a binding legal commitment by the District to any specific project or other individual 

recommendation it contains. Further formal action by the Board of Trustees will be required to implement each of 

these recommendations. For example, the modernization projects recommended herein can only be implemented 

following actions by the Board to authorize a bond referendum, allowing for the funding of specifically enumerated 

projects, and the successful passage of that bond by voters. Additionally, this document identifies under-enrolled 

schools to participate in the creation of a Target Utilization Plan (TUP) to raise enrollment through a process of review, 

strategy development and implementation, possibly avoiding the need for consolidation.

1. 2. 3.
This FMP Update has been 

developed through a community-led 

process, driven by the guidance and 

judgment of the FABPAC. The FABPAC 

developed its recommendations only 

after an extensive effort that involved 

not only comprehensive research 

and planning analysis, but a vast 

scope of community engagement 

and public input.

This FMP Update has been based on 

comprehensive assessments of three 

key data sets – the physical condition 

of all AISD facilities, the adequacy of 

those facilities to serve the District’s 

evolving academic vision, and 

utilization patterns, in the form of 

enrollment relative to the permanent 

capacity of schools. 

This FMP Update addresses both 

immediate needs and a vision for 

the transformation of all schools 

within the District over the next 

few decades. Its intent is to provide 

a comprehensive modernization 

strategy for District facilities through 

both short-term and long-term 

recommendations for projects.
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Elementary School

Middle School

High School

SCHOOL TYPE KEY

Our Schools
AISD Current 
Campuses 2016-2017

Other Campus
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AISD clearly faces major facility challenges in the decades to come. The 

District’s school buildings are aging, new educational philosophies require 

changes in the design of schools, and the District must remain competitive, 

given shifting demographics, housing affordability, and the popularity of 

charter schools. A clear understanding of those challenges is essential to 

defining the plan to overcome them. 

Therefore, as part of this FMP Update, the District undertook comprehensive 

assessments related to:

Existing Conditions

39%

of AISD schools have 
a facility condition of 
“poor” or “very poor”

1.
Building conditions

2.
Educational suitability

3.
Utilization

22%

of AISD schools 
have an educational 

suitability of 
“unsatisfactory” or 

“very unsatisfactory”

The methods for completing the building condition and suitability assessments were detailed and thorough. The data 

they provided informed the entire balance of the planning effort. Appendix D outlines the assessment methods and 

resulting reports and Appendix E provides an overview of the planning analytics used to review the data. 

17%

of AISD schools are 
overcrowded 

(above target range 
>115% SY 16/17)

27%

of AISD schools are 
under-enrolled 

(below target range 
<75% SY 16/17)

https://www.austinisd.org/sites/default/files/dept/fmp/docs/FMP-Update-ApdxD-FCA-ESAV2-508.pdf
https://www.austinisd.org/sites/default/files/dept/fmp/docs/FMP-Update-ApdxE-Plng-Anly-Plng-Tm-OptV2-508.pdf
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Challenges

The District’s schools are aging and require major rehabilitation, despite AISD’s efforts to address deferred 

maintenance and perform capital replacements and upgrades. Much of this problem results from the sheer passage 

of time and the corresponding accumulation of building system declines or failures as components reach the end of 

their estimated “useful life.” The average age of all AISD’s school buildings is 46 years, and 77 of its 117 school facilities 

are more than 40 years old. A comprehensive Facilities Condition Assessment (“FCA”) identified deficiencies totaling 

more than $3 billion in required total remediation costs. Under the FCA rating system, nearly 40% of AISD’s schools 

reflect a condition of “poor” or “very poor.”

A dramatic example of the severity of these concerns is the recent case of Brown Elementary School. In November 

2016, AISD was abruptly forced to close this school after an assessment discovered structural deficiencies in the floor 

framing under the building, resulting in unsafe conditions for students, teachers and staff. 

Building Conditions

Regardless of their condition, most of the District’s school facilities are not 

designed to support emerging models of education. Today, major trends such 

as the rapid pace of technological change and the globalization of economies 

are leading to changes in work and learning environments as great as those 

that occurred during the Industrial Revolution. To respond to these trends, 

21st-century theories of education are evolving to prepare students for the 

jobs of tomorrow by promoting highly collaborative, interdisciplinary and 

project-driven approaches to learning. In contrast to the rigidly defined 

traditional classroom model, 21st-century schools treat the entire facility 

as an integrated learning environment incorporating flexible spaces and 

activated by access to state-of-the-art technology.

The District is currently updating its Educational Specifications (Ed Specs) to 

reflect these models of the future; however, even the assessments relative 

to the current Ed Specs show that at least 22% of AISD’s schools reflect an 

Educational Suitability rating of “unsatisfactory” or “very unsatisfactory.” Until 

they are addressed, these facility design constraints may be expected to 

increasingly obstruct AISD’s ability to achieve its academic vision.

Educational Suitability

Stoddart Elementary School in 
Washington, D.C.
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Meanwhile, the changing demographics of the city are 

creating increasing disparities in utilization across AISD’s 

schools. Although the Austin metropolitan area is a dynamic 

and growing market, studies show that housing costs 

within the City of Austin and the areas covered by AISD 

are increasing to levels that create a growing affordability 

challenge for young families with school-aged children. AISD 

experienced a trend of student population growth from 

school year 1999-2000 to 2012-2013, but has now had four 

consecutive years of declining population. Overall student 

live-in population across the District is now projected to 

decline slightly each year over the next decade. However, 

in growing areas of the District, particularly the southeast and northwest, already-severe overcrowding is likely to 

increase, while in others, under-enrollment trends are likely to worsen.

These patterns affect education quality. Overcrowded schools require portable classroom modules that may result 

in substandard learning environments, and strain capacities of core spaces, such as cafeterias, gymnasiums, and 

libraries. Meanwhile, at under-enrolled schools, the District is burdened by the inefficiency of having to devote scarce 

resources across the same set of fixed costs per campus in an attempt to provide a full complement of academic and 

co-curricular programs at all schools. 

Utilization: Capacity and Enrollment

Competition
The basic enrollment picture is further complicated by growing sources of competition for AISD schools. In addition 

to private schools and the offerings of surrounding districts, charter schools represent increasingly viable competitors 

for students. Since 2006-07, Austin has seen an increase from 17 charter schools serving 3,093 students to 42 charter 

schools and 16,057 students. (Source – Dept. of Campus and District Accountability, 12/08/15; TEA, AEIS, and TAPR Reports)

AISD faces these challenges within a constrained budget environment. The limited amount of funding available for 

maintenance and operations – an issue in almost any school district – is further reduced in AISD by Chapter 41of the 

Texas Education Code, sometimes referred to as “Recapture” or the “Robin Hood Plan.” This policy requires that tax 

revenues from school districts determined to be property “wealthy” are redirected to other school districts within the

state considered property “poor.” AISD is considered a property-wealthy district, which means that for every $1 of tax 

revenue AISD collects, approximately 40 cents is returned to the State of Texas. As a result, using this source of funding 

for capital costs such as buildings is not fiscally responsible. By contrast, bond financing (which is not subject to the 

Recapture Plan) is the primary means by which AISD can achieve full dollar-for-dollar value in its investment of capital 

funds. This FMP Update therefore provides its project recommendations in a sequence of timeframes that may be 

translated to a series of bond programs over time.

Budget Environment
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Student Artwork at AISD’s Kocurek Elementary School

Mural at AISD’s Brentwood Elementary School
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The maps on the next three pages illustrate 

School Year 2016-17 data. The individual 

school recommendation reports included in 

Appendix A reflect School Year 2015-16 data, 

the latest dataset available at the beginning 

of the planning process.

https://www.austinisd.org/sites/default/files/dept/fmp/docs/FMP-Update-ApdxA-Schl_RecVertTmV2-508.pdf
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With aging buildings, utilization challenges, competition, and a constrained budget environment in mind, this FMP 

Update identifies a path toward the transformation of all of AISD’s schools into 21st-century learning environments 

while still respecting the historic character of older schools. These modernized schools will support the skills that 

AISD students must develop to be prepared for the opportunities of the future and will serve as centers for their 

communities in a variety of ways.

Through the modernization effort, the emphasis of school design will shift away from the traditional classroom 

experience, in which students are a passive audience, to a more interactive space where students are a part of the 

learning experience. AISD’s schools will incorporate flexible spaces allowing for collaborative, interdisciplinary, 

and project-driven learning. Flexible spaces also allow for easier modifications as teaching styles change. These 

modernized spaces will incorporate technology as an essential tool for research, analysis, and communication in the 

information age. Moreover, the District’s school facilities will be designed to serve their communities. Community can 

be defined by the adjacent neighborhood or as a network of stakeholders across the District. Meeting space designed 

to support parent and community organizations will be within every modernized school. In addition, dedicated space 

to support services appropriate to a larger community will be built regionally.

AISD will promote these goals through the comprehensive modernization of all schools across the District. In addition 

to achieving the programmatic goals outlined above, “modernization” will be defined as bringing all building systems 

and interior spaces to “like new” conditions, consistent with AISD design standards for new construction projects. 

In this spirit, modernization projects may involve major renovation work, additions or new construction, or the full 

replacement of a building.

This modernization vision will be expanded within the update to the District’s Ed Specs currently underway. 

Modernization Vision and Goals
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Flexible learning spaces

State-of-the-art technology

Community spaces
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AISD will pursue the integration of state-of-the-art technology into all of its schools, with the intent to achieve equity 

in all students’ ability to access and make use of the transformative tools and practices that exist today. While not 

an end unto itself, technology is increasingly an essential means to research, create, collaborate, and communicate. 

AISD’s facilities must support an education program for the whole student that will enable the seamless integration of 

technology into daily learning.

In full compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (“ADA”), school buildings will be designed to provide 

students and staff with disabilities an equal opportunity to benefit from all services. During new construction or major 

renovation, all elements of the ADA must be complied with, including wayfinding and signage, appropriate use of 

textures, and universal accessibility of all indoor and outdoor school facilities. As AISD looks ahead to modernizing 

existing buildings and designing new schools, an additional goal is to reconsider design standards, policies, and 

products to expand beyond mere compliance with current Texas Accessibility Standards and ADA regulations. 

Drawing inspiration from former AISD student Archer Hadley, founder of Archer’s Challenge, AISD will look to expand 

upon accessibility standards as part of the Educational Specifications reinvention project underway and projected for 

completion by the end of Spring 2017.

Accessibility

Technology

In addition to the stated vision and goals, the FMP Update 
places an emphasis on the following modernization objectives:

AISD is nearing completion of the District’s Sustainability Master Plan which will also be updated regularly to 

ensure a continual and coordinated effort across departments to keep sustainability at the forefront of the District’s 

operations, education, and facilities planning. The Sustainability Master Plan provides a roadmap to achieving a 

shared vision for what it means to be an environmentally, socially, and economically sustainable school district in 

the following core areas: air quality, energy, food, nature, procurement, transportation, waste, and water. AISD has 

embraced sustainability as a driving force behind its mission to provide a comprehensive educational experience that 

inspires students to make a positive contribution to society. AISD’s sustainability program seeks to build a culture of 

environmental awareness and action at AISD schools and the communities served. This commitment continues in this 

FMP Update and the update to the Ed Specs.

Sustainability
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This FMP Update is a comprehensive, long-term plan designed in accordance 

with the District’s vision to provide appropriate, modernized buildings that 

support academic programs, students, teachers, and the communities they 

serve. Its intent is not merely to identify a series of component projects 

allocated to each school, but rather to chart a path to the comprehensive 

transformation of learning environments and campuses across the District. 

Through this comprehensive modernization effort, the District will meet 

the challenges posed by aging facilities and outdated design, transforming 

schools into interactive learning spaces.

Conclusion

Stuart Hobson Middle School in Washington, D.C.
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The FMP Update Process
Chapter 2:

The FABPAC and Its Charge

In appointing the Facilities and Bond Planning Advisory Committee (FABPAC) in September of 2015, The Board of 

Trustees charged these 18 citizens volunteers with two primary roles:

1 To provide guidance and counsel to the Board, the AISD 
Superintendent, and District administration, by evaluating the 
capital improvement needs of the District

2 To provide recommendations on long-range facility planning, 
amendments to the FMP, and scope of work and timing of future 
bond programs

These charges, though straightforward, proved to require a deeply involved effort by FABPAC members in the creation 

of this FMP Update. For a year and a half, the FABPAC reviewed and interpreted massive datasets, set guidelines for the 

master planning update process, actively engaged with community members and the public at large through a wide 

variety of approaches, analyzed and compared various options for each school in the District, and ultimately arrived at 

a set of recommendations that form the basis of this document.

Additionally, four subcommittees of the FABPAC managed key aspects of the planning effort:

Facility Master Plan/Facility Condition Assessment (FMP/FCA) Subcommittee
Reviewed the comprehensive Facilities Condition Assessment (FCA) and Educational Suitability Assessment (ESA) 

dataset, and guided the process to develop FABPAC recommendations and the FMP Update document. 

Community Engagement Subcommittee
Collaborated with AISD Department of Communications and Community Engagement to develop a public 

outreach strategy, implemented engagement events and interpreted public input to inform the FMP Update 

process.

Departmental Needs Subcommittee
Coordinated with AISD administrative departments to identify and prioritize department needs which might not 

otherwise be evident through the school facilities assessment and planning process.

Academic Subcommittee
Worked with the Teaching & Learning department to identify and prioritize strategic facilities needs, such as 

academic reinvention projects, aligned with the District’s academic vision.
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For this FMP Update, the FABPAC met as a full group 31 times, typically for three to four hours or more. Each full 

FABPAC meeting was open to the public and conformed with the Texas Open Meetings Act. Opportunities for public 

comment were provided and all community input was recorded and considered by the FABPAC. Additionally, FABPAC 

members participated in scores of community engagement forums, public outreach “road shows,” meetings with 

various stakeholders, presentations to the Board of Trustees, and FABPAC subcommittee meetings. Through the work 

of the FABPAC, this FMP Update has been created and vetted in a community-engaged and very public process. The 

FABPAC will continue to meet to develop future bonds and FMP Updates.

Rendering of Modernized Lyndhurst Elementary & Middle School in Baltimore, MD
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JANUARY
FABPAC preliminary 
recommendations development

JANUARY - FEBRUARY
Community Collaboration Series #3
Presentation and feedback 
on FABPAC preliminary 
recommendations 

FEBRUARY
FABPAC reviews community feedback 
and refines recommendations

FEBRUARY - MARCH
Community Collaboration Series #4 
• Presentation and feedback on 

FABPAC recommendations 
• FABPAC reviews community 

feedback and refines 
recommendations and presents 
to Board of Trustees

MARCH
Board of Trustees reviews and 
approves FMP Update 

 The 2014 FMP requires a review every two years in light of new data, community engagement feedback, strategic 

plan alignment, Board priorities, and legislative and regulatory requirements. This FMP Update is the next step in that 

cycle. Upon Board approval, the 2016-17 FMP Update will supersede the previous FMP.

FMP Update Timeline

SEPTEMBER
Facilities and Bond Planning Advisory 
Committee (FABPAC) established

OCTOBER
FABPAC first meeting

2015 2016 2017

MARCH - SEPTEMBER
• Collection of data, visioning, and 

planning strategy development
• Assessment of facility conditions 

and educational suitability 

APRIL - MAY
Community Collaboration 
Series #1 
Introduction of the FMP Update 
effort to the community

OCTOBER - NOVEMBER
• School feedback on assessment 

results
• Analysis of data and feedback 
• Development of planning cluster 

options by planning team 

OCTOBER
Community Collaboration 
Series #2
Feedback on FCA, ESA, and planning 
strategies 

DECEMBER
FABPAC review and discussion 
of planning cluster options from 
planning team APRIL - MAY

Community Collaboration Series #5 
Present and receive feedback on 
FABPAC bond recommendations 

JUNE - AUGUST
• Present bond recommendations 

to Board of Trustees 
• Board adopts order to call for 

November Bond Election 

NOVEMBER 7
Bond Election
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In October 2015, the FABPAC held its first meeting and began work. Two teams of professionals were engaged by 

the District to support the FABPAC’s process: a master planning team, led by Brailsford & Dunlavey (B&D or Planning 

Team) and a facility assessment team led by AECOM (Assessment Team). The FABPAC worked collaboratively with 

these teams for more than a year to collect and interpret data on the schools, develop a set of planning strategies, 

and engage with the community to provide a comprehensive set of short-term and long-term facility modernization 

project recommendations to the Board of Trustees. 

The teams recognized that a successful planning process would require the following three inputs, which together 

serve as the three pillars of this FMP Update process:

The Three Pillars of the FMP Update 
Process

Academic 
Vision and 

Programming

Data Collection 
and Analysis

Community 
Collaboration 
and Feedback

1 2 3

AISD Performing Arts Center
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Pillar One: Data Collection and Analysis
Under the FABPAC’s leadership, AISD, B&D, and AECOM completed a comprehensive set of assessments on the 

District’s current facilities and then reviewed and analyzed the resulting datasets. This effort used three distinct 

measurements to evaluate current school facilities: 

Utilization

Utilization is the ratio of enrollment to the permanent capacity of a school. 

This measure was evaluated for each school for the current school year and 

with consideration of its trend over the past three years, and informed by 

a demographic analysis of the population within the school’s boundaries. 

Each school is measured relative to the targeted range of 75% to 115% of 

permanent capacity, as set by the Board of Trustees’ Guiding Principles. A 

school’s utilization is rated as either being within the District target, under-

enrolled, or one of three degrees of overcrowded.

A measurement of a school’s total enrollment relative to its student capacity in permanent buildings

Facility Condition Assessments (FCA)

The FCA exhaustively reviewed each school and support facility in the District 

at the level of each building system to assess its condition. The FCA compares 

the cost of repairs to the cost to replace the building system outright. 

Building system FCA’s were then aggregated into an overall FCA reflecting 

the condition of the campus as a whole. The FCA does not include portable 

buildings. An excellent facility will have a high FCA score and a poor facility 

will have a low FCA score.

The ESA was based on evaluations by an on-site inspection team experienced 

in ESA best practices, informed by interviews with leadership at each campus, 

community input from the Campus Advisory Councils (CACs), and digital 

surveys of faculty, parents and students. The evaluation ranks each campus 

in a variety of categories such as Technology and Security, resulting in a 

score that places each school in one of five categories from excellent to very 

unsatisfactory. A facility that is highly suitable to its academic program will 

have a high ESA score, while one that poorly supports its academic program 

will have a low ESA score.

Rating 
Description Score

Excellent 90-100
Good 70-89

Average 50-69
Poor 30-49

Very Poor <30

Rating 
Description Score

Excellent 91-100
Good 66-80

Average 51-65
Unsatisfactory 36-50

Very  
Unsatisfactory 20-35

A measurement of building system deficiencies or disrepair and the overall 
physical condition of a facility

A measurement of how a school building supports teaching and learning methods
Educational Suitability Assessments (ESA)

The data collection process for both FCA and ESA involved interviews of school principals and staff and the direct 

observation of conditions by a team of professional engineers and architects. The findings were reviewed and 

confirmed with the principal and available CAC representatives.

Rating 
Description Score

Under < 75%
Target 75%-115%

Over
115%-125%
125%-150%

>150%

Note: Effective School Year 2020-21, the target utilization range will be 85-110% of a schools’ permanent capacity. See Appendix G.
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Pillar Two: Academic Vision and 
Programming

‘Whole Child’ is a multi-faceted approach to ensure students are a part of a psychologically, physically, 

and emotionally safe learning environment. 

• Social Emotional Learning (SEL) is a fundamental research-driven approach where students learn 

critical life skills such as recognizing and managing emotions, solving problems effectively, and 

establishing positive relationships through explicit instruction and modeling by adults. 

• The Creative Learning Initiative provides a quality arts-rich education for every child in AISD 

in partnership with the City of Austin, MINDPOP, local artists, businesses and philanthropic 

organizations. 

• Cultural Proficiency and Inclusiveness focuses on how personal culture, background, and 

experiences impact their students’ learning and social emotional development. 

• Coordinated School Health is a systemic approach of advancing student academic performance by 

promoting and practicing school health education and services for the benefit and well-being of 

students. 

Rapidly evolving technologies, a globalized economy, and advances in science are transforming future educational 

and career opportunities. While AISD cannot predict the future, the District is systematically transforming curriculum 

and instructional practices to foster the development of students’ “power skills” – collaboration, communication, 

connection, creativity, critical thinking, and cultural proficiency – to prepare students as tomorrow’s professionals and 

citizens of the world. Spaces, facilities, and tools can enable our students to experience a new kind of learning in a way 

that is personalized and powerful. Those power skills served as a central theme of the facility modernization concept 

that is critical to the FMP Update.

The academic vision of AISD is grounded in the implementation and integration of three strategic initiatives: 

(1) the fostering of the “whole child,” which includes Social Emotional Learning, the Creative Learning Initiative, 

Cultural Proficiency and Inclusiveness, and Coordinated School Health; (2) literacy, and (3) the transformative use of 

technology. 

Whole
Child

Literacy efforts are focused on strengthening the core instruction with a goal of all students reading 

and writing on grade level. AISD’s approach to literacy includes efforts throughout the day with 

specific District-wide literacy strategies in all content areas; inside the language arts classrooms 

with recommended class schedules, for general education, English as a Second Language, and dual 

language, and vertically aligned instructional norms; and beyond the school day with community 

partnership projects. 

Transformative technology experiences are incorporated into learning environments in which 

technology amplifies student creativity, collaboration, contribution, and connection to the world. AISD 

technology integration efforts are fueled by the mission to increase equity in the students’ access and 

use of transformative technology practices.

Literacy

Transformative 
Technology
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The District is implementing innovative efforts to achieve excellence for all students by delivering a high-quality 

education to every student. Academic Reinvention Programs feature new programming to expand access and equity 

across the District. Reinvention projects include Montessori programs, Career Launch Schools in Health Science and 

Technology, an Autism Academy, and other specialized academic opportunities. AISD will continue to offer, expand, 

and refine general education programs, such as dual language programs and Early College High Schools, to ensure 

students are college-, career-, and life-ready. AISD will embark on focused planning efforts for other general education 

programs such as Athletics, Career and Technical Education, Early Childhood, and Fine Arts to plan for equitable and 

strategic growth. 
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400+
total community 

interactions

4,000+
unique pieces 

of feedback

3,000+
people attended 
an FMP meeting

Consistent with the Guiding Principles established by the Board of Trustees, 

communications and community engagement have been viewed as essential 

aspects at every step of this FMP Update. Accordingly, the FMP Update 

process included a comprehensive, multi-faceted plan for collaborating with 

the broader AISD community. The plan included a diverse range of means 

for the public to learn about the process and provide feedback, ranging from 

large-scale community engagement meetings at key project milestones to 

a continuously updated website with online comment opportunities. The 

engagement opportunities were generally organized in two distinct phases 

of engagement:

Pillar Three: Community 
Collaboration and Feedback

• Purpose of FMP Update & Timeline
• Academic Vision
• Modernization Concept
• Planning Strategies & Consolidation
• Project Types

All community input, regardless of its source, was captured and recorded. The FABPAC reviewed and discussed the 

community feedback it received and, in many cases, this input influenced final FABPAC recommendations for the FMP 

Update.

Additionally, access to all phases of the plan development process was made available to the public online at 

www.AISDFuture.com and in Spanish at www.AISDFuturo.com. Those five phases included:

1. Interviews with school-based staff during assessments

2. Data validation review meetings with principals and CAC 

representatives

School & Facility Data Collection

1. Four separate series of community forums (Community Collaboration Series), consisting of five or six separate 

meetings in each series, held at school sites distributed throughout all regions of the District, at each major 

milestone of the process. A fifth series is planned for April and May 2017 to present and receive feedback on 

FABPAC Bond recommendations.

FMP Update: Strategies, Options, and Recommendations Development

2. On-going community interactions with FABPAC members serving as ambassadors and supported as 

necessary by AISD and the Planning Team to bring the conversation directly to the community - ranging 

from small groups at PTA and neighborhood associations to large events such as a Back-to-School Bash, 

Juneteenth Celebrations, AISD Future Cup, and others
3. Digital engagement through twitter chats and other social media postings (#AISDFuture #AISDFuturo)

A detailed report of community input is provided in Appendix F.

https://www.austinisd.org/sites/default/files/dept/fmp/docs/FMP-Update-ComEng-ApdxFV2-508.pdf
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AISD FMP Update Community Engagement Series #3 
Meeting With Superintendent Dr. Paul Cruz
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Development of a set of Planning Strategies to serve as the guidelines for the FMP Update, including the 

definition of a Modernization Concept.

Categorization of Project Types 
(September - October 2016)

Workshops conducted by the Planning Team with AISD staff to review proposed levels of work and 

planned capacities for each school, along with consideration of opportunities for boundary adjustments, 

consolidations, or other options to meet the goals of the Planning Strategies. 

Review of the Planning Team options by FABPAC and refinement of data. 

Review of preliminary recommendations through Community Collaboration Series no. 3 and FABPAC 

discussions. 

Refinement of FABPAC recommendations through Community Collaboration Series no. 4 and further FABPAC 

discussions. 

FABPAC FMP Update 
(February - March 2017)

FABPAC Recommendations Development 
(January - February 2017)

FABPAC Preliminary Recommendations Development 
(December 2016 - January 2017)

Planning Team Options Development
(October - November 2016)

Review of the assessment data for each school campus and categorization of the level of work that would be 

needed at each to meet the Modernization Concept and bring schools to “like new” condition.

Planning Strategies Development 
(July - August 2016)

The FABPAC followed a deliberative process to synthesize the Three Pillars of input, consider options for project 

recommendations around each school facility, and ultimately arrive at a final recommendation. The major steps in this 

process included:

Synthesis and Recommendations
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Community 
Input Strategic 

Plan

Size & Type 
of Spaces in 

Facilities (Space 
Adequacy)

Department 
Needs

Conditions of 
Facilities 

(FCA) Educational 
Suitability of 

Facilities 
(ESA)Planning 

Strategies

Academic 
Initiatives

Facility Master 
Plan Guiding 

Principles

FABPAC Community Campus Advisory 
Councils

Principals

Planning 
Consultants

Administrative 
Staff

Superintendent
Board of 
Trustees

Stoddart Elementary School in Washington, D.C.
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The process for this FMP Update has been data-driven and objective, yet 

informed by extensive community input and deliberated by the FABPAC. The 

process has benefited from the rigor of data that was assembled carefully and 

accurately, but tempered by a diverse group of community members who are 

familiar with AISD and the City of Austin. It is a testament to this process that, 

while the FABPAC did not necessarily achieve unanimous consensus on every 

recommendation, the committee is solidly in support of the FMP Update as a 

whole. 

Conclusion
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H.D Woodson High School in Washington, D.C.



Chapter 3Mackenzie Elementary-Middle School in Detroit, MI
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The FMP Update 
Recommendations

Chapter 3:

This FMP Update, resulting from the FABPAC’s detailed, data-driven and community-informed deliberative process, is 

designed to guide a modernization effort to be implemented across the entire portfolio of AISD schools and support 

facilities over multiple decades. While it is not intended to serve as a detailed document of specific school designs for 

every project to be undertaken, this plan is a high-level view of AISD’s buildings with recommendations for how each 

should be treated in order to meet the District’s goals and vision.

As one of a series of biennial updates, this FMP Update is also acknowledged to be a “snapshot in time” – a view 

toward the future based on the information available today, with the knowledge that such baseline information will 

most certainly evolve. This document’s recommendations therefore encompass both overall planning strategies and 

decision-making criteria as well as specific, facility-by-facility, short-term and long-term project recommendations 

over the next few decades.

The recommendations seek to address:

The types of project 
work needed to 

modernize all facilities 
and extend their 

useful lives

Future capacity 
needs and potential 

uses to address 
demographics, 

academic programs, 
and community needs

Prioritization and 
timeframes for 

projects to address 
level of need and 

urgency

To ensure that these recommendations were impartial and fair to all parts of the District, the FABPAC was obliged 

to apply the baseline information provided via the Three Pillars of input to a decision-making process with a set of 

objective guidelines. These guidelines, termed the Planning Strategies, are among those thought pieces that were 

developed for immediate application in this FMP Update process but, in their high-level and timeless nature, also have 

value for future updates.

The High-level, Long-term Plan
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Planning Strategies
AISD’s school facilities vary dramatically in their age, condition, size, architecture, and history. Thus, it was essential 

for the FABPAC to develop a means to evaluate project recommendations under the FMP Update that could be 

applied consistently and objectively. Therefore, among the early actions undertaken by the FABPAC and the Planning 

Team was the establishment of a set of Planning Strategies. These “ground rules” for planning were designed to 

guide the project recommendations, sequencing, and priorities in the long-range plan and ensure that the plan’s 

recommendations are realistic, match with AISD values, and do not significantly impact District operations while 

implemented.

1 Based on data gathered from independent assessors, fix first what is clearly broken – whether that 

is a failure of physical condition or a chronic overcrowding that must be relieved.

Focus on facilities with the highest need(s) based on 
objective data.

2

Examine the relative condition of schools within small geographic areas, termed Planning Clusters, 

to determine the area’s most critical needs, including the need to make efficient use of existing 

facilities. 

Balance the needs of different geographic clusters 
within the District with the desire to minimize 
operating and capital costs District-wide.3

Implement a long-term modernization approach
Take a long-term (20- to 30-year or longer) approach to modernize facilities, focusing on the 

transformation of school facilities into 21st-century learning environments. Facility modernization 

should include improved access to technology and offer a variety of teaching and community 

spaces that meet the needs of each school community. 
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Look at the relative condition of each Planning Cluster in comparison to other areas to determine 

the District’s most critical needs, and balance projects regionally. 
4 Distribute projects across geographic clusters using 

objective data

5 Make sure the number and amount of projects within each bond program is logical and do-able 

under current market conditions and available “swing space.” 

Incorporate logistical considerations

To implement these principles, the FABPAC also defined the concept of “Modernization” as applicable to AISD’s schools:

“Modernization” will be defined as the delivery of facilities with all building systems and interior spaces in “like new” 

conditions, consistent with AISD design standards for new construction projects. Ed Specs are being updated to ensure 

design standards provide flexible 21st-century learning environments. Modernization will include access to technology 

and offer a variety of teaching and community spaces that meet the needs of each school community, including:

The Planning Strategies and the Modernization Concept served as the backbone of all of the subsequent analytics 

completed by the FABPAC with the Planning Team. Through months of collaborative effort, the FABPAC and the 

Planning Team developed project types based on the modernization concept that would be applicable to different 

existing conditions. Options for every school facility in the District were evaluated, and after extensive public 

collaboration efforts and refinement, the FABPAC arrived at its final recommendations. This analytic process was 

rooted in the application of the Planning Strategies within each Planning Cluster.

From the beginning to the end of this process, the FABPAC applied a filter of equity across the District to its analysis 

and deliberations. The FABPAC’s recommendations are informed by awareness of issues pertaining to the District’s 

geographic, cultural, ethnic, and socioeconomic diversity, as well as the unique histories of Austin’s neighborhoods 

and AISD’s schools – issues which could only be considered and done justice by Austin citizens, as reflected by the 

FABPAC’s diverse membership.

State-of-the-art 
technology

Flexible 
learning spaces

Community 
spaces

AISD’s Bowie High School graduation
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house house house



Planning Cluster Approach     
and Analysis
Planning Clusters, each a group of schools at a common level (elementary, middle, or high schools) within a small 

geographic area, were established by the Planning Team and the FABPAC as a tool to support the analysis of localized 

issues. For example, challenges of overcrowding or under-enrollment must be considered within the context of 

potential boundary changes that might relieve overcrowding in one school by making use of excess capacity in a 

nearby under-enrolled school.

The Planning Clusters group schools in geographic proximity with attention to vertical team alignment as a tool for 

organizing and reviewing data. These boundaries were useful, but did not preclude exploring options with other 

adjacent schools in other Planning Clusters.

Twenty-seven clusters were defined in total, organized by school type: 20 elementary school clusters, four middle 

school clusters, and three high school clusters, with elementary schools organized around existing AISD vertical teams.

elementary 
school clusters

20
middle

school clusters

4
high

school clusters

3

Planning Clusters

Vertical teams represent a group of campuses consisting of a high school, middle and elementary schools that are 

linked together by common programming, such as Fine Arts. They are named after the high school and generally 

reflect feeder patterns. Vertical Teams are the organizing structure most recognizable to the parents and students of 

AISD, rather than Planning Clusters. Therefore, although planning options were initially developed within the Planning 

Clusters, the FABPAC’s recommendations are presented in final form organized by Vertical Team, for ease of reference.

The Vertical Team and individual school recommendations can be found in Appendix A.

https://www.austinisd.org/sites/default/files/dept/fmp/docs/FMP-Update-ApdxA-Schl_RecVertTmV2_Jan2020.pdf
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NEW

RS

FM

RENO

RP

TUP

Comprehensive Project Types
The Modernization concept requires very different approaches depending on the circumstances. For example, a 

school facility that is in poor condition (a low FCA Score) but is reasonably well suited to its educational program (a 

high ESA Score) might need only a renovation project to restore its building systems. A school that is poorly suited for 

its educational program (low ESA Score), however, might require a major reconfiguration. In cases of overcrowding, 

additions or new school construction are the only available option.

The FABPAC and the Planning Team therefore developed a set of project categories which could be applied as options 

for each of the schools under consideration during a Planning Cluster analysis. In addition to these categories of work, 

a planned capacity was developed for all projects taking into consideration current enrollment and projected student 

population. In some cases, increases in capacity were identified for projected population growth within a school’s 

attendance area.

New school construction: A new school may be built to reduce overcrowding or to 

accommodate an academic program.

Replacement school: A school may be demolished and rebuilt as a fully modern facility 

serving the requirement of 21st-century learning. School capacity may be adjusted if 

necessary.

Full modernization: An existing school may be replaced and/or restored to “like new” and 

modern conditions, transforming it into a fully modernized school serving the requirements 

of 21st-century learning. School capacity may be adjusted if necessary.

Renovation: An existing school campus may be restored to “like new” and modern 

conditions within the same essential configuration. School capacity may also be adjusted if 

necessary.

Repurpose: An existing campus may be adapted for another district or community use.

Target Utilization Plan: Recommended for school communities to address a pattern of 

declining enrollment (below 75%), the TUP will be designed  to encourage the efficient 

utilization of school facilities and to address under-enrollment in a proactive manner.  The 

TUP is a new concept developed in the 2016-17 FMP Update process. Additional schools may 

be identified in the Fall of 2017 for the TUP process.

Note: Effective SY2020-21, a TUP is recommended for schools below 85% or above 110%, see Appendix G.
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TP

TP

TP

5
 new AISD 

schools need to be 
constructed

62
schools are 

recommended for 
full modernization

3
schools are 

recommended for 
replacement

38
schools are 

recommended for 
renovation

6
schools are 

recommended for 
systems upgrade

5
schools are 

recommended for 
target utilization 

plans

Additionally, a number of schools were identified as requiring targeted projects, either to address near-term needs 

while a project awaits its scheduled modernization, or to address specific strategies:

Targeted Project Types

programs 
relocated from 

portable classroom 
buildings

By the Numbers....

System(s) Upgrade: A short-term effort for a limited range of building systems in advance 

of a major project. Examples include air conditioning, lighting, roofing, etc.

Renewal Project: A short-term building project to address a variety of educational suitability 

needs or capacity needs of the facility while waiting for a longer-term comprehensive project. 

Examples include capacity needs, classroom furniture, science labs, maker space, etc.

Academic Reinvention Facility Upgrade: A specific project to support new academic 

initiatives. Examples include Fine Arts Academies, World Languages & Cultural Immersion 

Academy, etc.

As of 3/24/17

Savoy Elementary School in Washington, D.C.

facilities are 
recommended for 

repurposing 

2 2
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Strategic Reinvention
Taken together in all their categories, this FMP Update’s project recommendations offer improvements for all of the 

schools in the District. Technical details on each project are provided in the Appendices to this document and are 

accessible via hyperlink, but a number of them must be highlighted to illustrate the nature of the transformation 

proposed by this FMP Update. Recommendations for consideration during bond planning for Years 1 to 6 include:

Replacement projects to 

rebuild state-of-the-art facilities 

for the Rosedale School and 

Brown Elementary School and 

construction of a New NE Middle 

School and repurposing of the 

ALC/Original L.C. Anderson site

New schools to relieve 

overcrowding in the southeast 

at Blazier Elementary School, 

in the southwest at Kiker and 

Baranoff Elementary Schools, 

and in the northwest at Doss 

and Hill Elementary Schools

Full modernization projects to 

bring existing campuses to “like 

new” and modern conditions 

at Martin Middle School and 

Brentwood, Casis, Cowan, 

Doss, Menchaca, and Wooten 

Elementary Schools

A new comprehensive, more 

centrally located high school 

building for the Liberal Arts &

Sciences Academy (LASA) and 

modernization of Ann Richards 

School for Young Women 

Leaders 

Additions to relieve future 

overcrowding at Davis and 

Summitt Elementary Schools, 

and current overcrowding at 

Murchison Middle School

Technology investments across 

all schools in the District 

Targeted projects supporting 

AISD’s Career Launch Program 

at LBJ, Lanier, and Reagan High 

Schools, Fine Arts Academies at 

McCallum High School, Lamar and 

Covington Middle Schools, and 

Blackshear, and Pre-K to Pre-Med at 

Oak Springs Elementary School

NOTE: Also included in the 
first phase are numerous 
roof replacements, HVAC 
(mechanical) system 
improvements, and other 
systems and infrastructure 
upgrades such as Garcia 
Young Men’s Leadership 
Academy structural repairs. 
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Departmental Needs and Initiatives
Finally, the FABPAC recognized that a number of major initiatives may be required but would not be raised to its 

attention by the school-based assessments. Accordingly, the FABPAC Departmental Needs Subcommittee undertook 

an extensive effort to collaborate with all of the District’s administrative departments to solicit and vet requests for 

District-wide needs. Departments with whom the FABPAC collaborated included the following:

Departments

Athletics
Campus Support

Comprehensive Health Services
Career & Technical Education

Early Childhood
Educator Quality

Fine Arts
Food Service

Library Media Services

Life Safety System
Physical Education
Police Department

Procurement
Science

Service Center
Special Education

Technology
Transportation

From these collaborations, many Departmental Initiatives were identified and prioritized. In all cases, departmental 

requests have been reviewed to ensure they do not overlap with work items that will be completed under a 

comprehensive project or targeted project. This prioritization work will inform future bond planning and does not 

represent approval by FABPAC or District staff to move forward on any or all projects. 

Department preliminary vision statements and recommendations can be found in Appendix B.

 Note: See Appendix H for updated Athletics, CTE, and Fine Arts recommendations.

https://www.austinisd.org/sites/default/files/dept/fmp/docs/FMP-Update-ApdxB-DptmlNdsIntvsV2-508.pdf
https://www.austinisd.org/sites/default/files/dept/fmp/docs/athletics-fine-arts-cte/2019%20FMP%20Appendix%20H_FINAL%202020Jan27-reduced.pdf
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Additionally, AISD recognizes the need to realize a greater strategic vision for those areas that support our students in 

their academic journey. Athletics, Fine Arts, Career and Technical Education (CTE), and Technology all play a key role in 

extending the services and support provided in our schools to make students globally competitive. 

To clearly define needs and solutions, the District will embark upon community discussions, studies, assessments, and 

master planning. This planning would define project feasibility, scopes, timelines, potential sites, designs and phasing 

plans, collaboration opportunities, and future budgets. This FMP Update includes recommendations that funding be 

included in the first upcoming bond program to complete the strategic planning work for each of these departments.

AISD has begun to establish a long range vision to ensure equity across programming that includes reinvention 

projects such as:

To foster the growth of athletic programming offerings, provide equitable 

geographic access, and promote fitness and health, the Athletic Department 

envisions establishing three Fitness, Athletic, Swim, and Training (FAST) 

centers across the city. The FAST centers would serve as shared fitness, 

training, and meeting centers for AISD and the Austin community to utilize. 

FAST centers would allow AISD students and the community to play and 

compete in a variety of sports in modernized venues, such as a possible 

natatorium, that would also bring in additional revenue to the District.

To support the refinement of Career and Technical Education (CTE) 
programs and increase geographic access to high quality programming, the 

Department envisions building north and south hubs. CTE hubs would allow 

students from across the District to collaborate and learn in a state-of-the-art 

environment. The District would strategically plan programming that may 

require specialized equipment or staff to be located at hubs to fully utilize 

staff and resources.

AISD seeks to design elementary campuses to enhance early childhood 

programming to foster developmentally appropriate academic and social 

experiences for students that also allow for program continuity. These 

early childhood centers at elementary schools and stand-alone centers 

where appropriate would enable the District to promote and provide early 

childhood professional development to elementary school teachers and 

expand access to content-based and transformative technology experiences 

to students. 

To continue to promote arts-based instruction and programming and 

to expand geographic access, the Fine Arts Department recommends 

establishing a Performing Arts Center in south Austin. This additional center 

would provide a strong, community-based environment for adults and 

students to learn, innovate, and grow in south Austin. It will also enhance the 

District’s Creative Learning Initiative and art-rich schooling.

Note: See Appendix H for updated Athletics, CTE, and Fine Arts recommendations.

https://www.austinisd.org/sites/default/files/dept/fmp/docs/athletics-fine-arts-cte/2019%20FMP%20Appendix%20H_FINAL%202020Jan27-reduced.pdf
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Elementary Schools

Allison

Andrews

Baldwin

Baranoff

New SW Kiker & Baranoff  
Relief School

Barrington

Barton Hills

Becker

Blackshear 

Blanton

Blazier 

New Blazier Relief School (3-6)

Future SE Elementary School

Boone

Brentwood

Brooke

Brown

Bryker Woods

Campbell

Casey

Casis

Clayton

Cook

Cowan

Cunningham

Davis

Dawson

Dobie Pre-K Center

Doss

New NW Doss & Hill Relief School

Galindo

Govalle

Graham

Guerrero Thompson

Gullett 

Harris

Hart

Highland Park

Hill

Houston

Jordan

Joslin

Kiker

Kocurek 

Langford

Lee

Linder

Maplewood

Mathews

McBee 

Menchaca

Metz

Mills

Norman

Oak Hill

Oak Springs

Odom

Ortega

Overton

Padrón

Palm

Patton

Pease

Pecan Springs

Perez

Pickle

Pillow

Pleasant Hill

Read Pre-K Center

Reilly

Ridgetop

Rodriguez

Sanchez

Sims

St. Elmo

Summitt

Sunset Valley

Travis Heights

Uphaus Early Childhood Center

Walnut Creek

Webb Primary Center

Widén

Williams

Winn

Wooldridge

Wooten

Zavala

Zilker

Middle Schools

Bailey

Bedichek

Burnet

Covington

Dobie

Fulmore

Garcia Young Men’s  
Leadership Academy

Gorzycki

Kealing 

Lamar

Martin

Mendez

New NE Middle School

Murchison

O. Henry

Paredes

Sadler Means Young Women’s 
Leadership Academy

Small

Webb 

High Schools

Akins

Anderson 

Ann Richards School for Young 
Women Leaders

Austin

Bowie

Crockett

Eastside Memorial

Garza Independence 

International

Lanier

LBJ Early College

Liberal Arts and Science  

Academy (LASA)

McCallum

Reagan Early College

Travis Early College 

Other Campuses

ALC/Original L.C. Anderson

Clifton Career Development 
School

Rosedale School

To view individual school recommendations, please  go to the Austin ISD website at 
www.AISDFurure.com and view Appendix A

FMP Update Recommendations List

https://www.austinisd.org/sites/default/files/dept/fmp
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Elementary School (Years 1-12)
PROJECT ICON KEY

Full Modernization

Renovation

Replacement School

Repurpose

Relocation

Targeted Projects

The new relief schools for Baranoff and Kiker, Doss and Hill, and Blazier are not 
pictured on this map.

Brentwood

Barrington

Blanton

Brooke

Allison
Becker

Brown

Bryker 
Woods

Casey

Casis

Cook

Cowan

Cunningham

Dobie Pre-K 
CenterDoss

Govalle

Graham

Gullett

Highland Park

Hill

Houston

Kocurek

Linder

Maplewood

Read Pre-K

Mathews 

Menchaca

Oak Hill

Oak Springs

Odom

Palm

Patton

Pease

Pecan 
Springs

Pillow

Pleasant Hill

Reilly

Sanchez

St. Elmo
Sunset 
Valley

Uphaus

Walnut Creek

Webb

Williams

Winn

Wooldridge

Wooten

Zavala
Zilker

Target Utilization Plan
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Elementary School (Years 12-25)
PROJECT ICON KEY

Full Modernization

Renovation

Repurpose

Targeted Projects

 The new SE Elementary school is not pictured on this map.

McBee

Mills

Norman

Ortega

Overton

Padrón

Perez

Pickle

Rodriguez

Sims

Summitt

Travis Heights

Andrews

Baldwin

Blackshear

Barton Hills

Blazier

Boone

Baranoff

Campbell

Clayton

Davis

Guerrero Thompson

Harris

Hart

Jordan

Kiker

Langford

Lee

Metz

Ridgetop

Target Utilization Plan

Galindo

Dawson

Joslin

Widén
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Middle School (Years 1-25)
PROJECT ICON KEY

Full Modernization

Renovation

Replacement School

The new NE middle school is not pictured on this map.

Burnet

Murchison

Lamar

Dobie

Garcia

Sadler Means

Webb

O. Henry

Kealing

Martin

Fulmore
Small

Covington

Mendez
Bedichek

Paredes

Gorzycki

Bailey
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The new more central location for LASA is not pictured on this map.

High School & Others (Years 1-25)
PROJECT ICON KEY

Full Modernization

Renovation

Repurpose

Targeted Projects

Replacement School

Anderson

Lanier

McCallum

Reagan

Eastside/
International

Garza

Crockett

Ann Richards
Travis

Austin

Bowie

Akins

LBJRosedale

Clifton

Alternative 
Learning 
Center/Original 
L.C. Anderson
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AISD FMP Update Recommendations
This chart represents an overview of FABPAC recommendations broken out into five timeframes. Targeted Projects are

only identified in the 1-6 and 6-12 year timeframes as they are intended to address near-term needs. Additional 

projects will be identified during bond planning, such as Departmental Needs & Initiatives and other Systems 

Upgrades, in advance of comprehensive projects to address need and balance projects across the District. 

Vertical 
Team

Group 1: 1-6 Years
Very Poor FCA, Very Unsatisfactory ESA, 
Overcrowding, or Academic Reinvention

New Blazier Relief School (3 - 6)
Land for New SE Elementary

Menchaca Elementary

Group 2: 1-12 Years
FCA Score 30 to 39 or Lowest FCA 

in Vertical Team or As Noted

Comprehensive 
Projects

Comprehensive 
Projects

Akins

Anderson

Austin

Bowie

Crockett

Eastside

TBD during bond planning

New NW Doss & Hill Relief
Doss Elementary 

Capacity Additions:
Davis Elementary

Summitt Elementary
TBD during bond planning

Casey Elementary

Murchison Middle (phased)

(logistical considerations for phasing work on 
this large campus over time)

Casis Elementary
 

TBD during bond planning

Cowan Elementary
(Timeframe moved up to address 

overcrowding & poor FCA 
concurrently)

New Southwest Kiker & Baranoff 
Relief School

TBD during bond planning Bowie High (phased)

(logistical considerations for phasing work on 
this large campus over time)

Covington Middle (Fine Arts)
Others TBD during bond planning

Odom Elementary
Pleasant Hill Elementary

Martin Middle
(timeframe adjusted from 6 - 12 due 

to lowest ESA score of all middle 
schools and will serve as flagship 

for new 21st-century middle school 
design)

TBD during bond planning

Projects Anticipated Years 1-6

Projects Anticipated Years 1-12

Projects Anticipated Years 6-12

Targeted 
Projects

Note: See Appendix G for 2017 Bond Program and School Changes udpates.
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 See Appendix A for complete recommendations for each school.

Poor FCA, Unsatisfactory ESA, Projected 
Overcrowding

Average FCA or Average ESA Good to Excellent FCA or ESA

Kocurek Elementary
Palm Elementary

Comprehensive 
Projects
Paredes Middle

Blazier Elementary
Future SE Elementary
Langford Elementary

Perez Elementary

Akins High

Hill Elementary
Pillow Elementary

Summitt Elementary Anderson High
Davis Elementary

O. Henry Middle
Bryker Woods Elementary

Mathews Elementary
Oak Hill Elementary
Patton Elementary
Pease Elementary

Sanchez Elementary 
Zilker Elementary

Austin High
Small Middle

Barton Hills Elementary

Eastside Memorial High
Allison Elementary
Brooke Elementary
Govalle Elementary
Zavala Elementary

Bailey Middle
Gorzycki Middle

Baranoff Elementary
Kiker Elementary
Mills Elementary

Baldwin Elementary
Clayton Elementary

Bedichek Middle
Cunningham Elementary

St. Elmo Elementary
Sunset Valley Elementary

Williams Elementary

Crockett High
Covington Middle
Boone Elementary

Galindo Elementary
Joslin Elementary

Ortega Elementary
Metz Elementary

Comprehensive 
Projects

Projects Anticipated Years 12-25

As of 3/24/17

Group 4: 12-25 Years Group 5: 17-25 YearsGroup 3: 6-12 Years

Comprehensive 
Projects

Targeted 
Projects

Projects Anticipated Years 17-25

https://www.austinisd.org/sites/default/files/dept/fmp/docs/FMP-Update-ApdxA-Schl_RecVertTmV2_Jan2020.pdf
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(Continued)
AISD FMP Update Recommendations

Vertical 
Team

Comprehensive 
Projects

Comprehensive 
Projects

Lanier

LBJ

McCallum

Reagan

Travis

Special 
Campuses

Wooten Elementary Lanier High (Career Launch)
Read Pre-K (Systems Upgrade)

Others TBD during bond planning

Cook Elementary

*New NE Middle School Gus Garcia YMLA 
 (Structural Repairs)

Others TBD during bond planning

LBJ High (Career Launch & Full Modernization)
Pecan Springs Elementary

Brentwood Elementary
(Timeframe moved up to address 

structural issues)

Fine Arts Academy
Blackshear Elementary (Fine Arts)

Lamar Middle (Fine Arts)
McCallum High (Fine Arts)
Oak Springs Elementary 

(Pre-K to Pre-Med)
Others TBD during bond planning

Brown Elementary
Webb Primary (Relocation 
to Brown Elementary once 

constructed)

Reagan High (Career Launch)
Others TBD during bond planning

TBD during bond planning Linder Elementary

Ann Richards Leadership 
Academy

LASA High
 (Relocation TBD)
Rosedale School

*Alternative Learning Center / 
Original L.C. Anderson

Alternative Learning Center 
(potential repurposing)

Group 1: 1-6 Years
Very Poor FCA, Very Unsatisfactory ESA, 
Overcrowding, or Academic Reinvention

Group 2: 1-12 Years
FCA Score 30 to 40 or Lowest FCA 

in Vertical Team or As Noted

Projects Anticipated Years 1-12

Targeted 
Projects

This chart represents an overview of FABPAC recommendations broken out into five timeframes. Targeted Projects are

only identified in the 1-6 and 6-12 year timeframes as they are intended to address near-term needs. Additional 

projects will be identified during bond planning, such as Departmental Needs & Initiatives and other Systems 

Upgrades, in advance of comprehensive projects to address need and balance projects across the District. 

Projects Anticipated Years 1-6 Projects Anticipated Years 6-12

TBD during bond planning

*Board of Trustees amendment
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Comprehensive 
Projects

Targeted 
Projects

Comprehensive 
Projects

Read Pre-K (Repurposing)
Wooldridge Elementary

McBee Elementary
(Pre-K Space)

Lanier High
Burnet Middle

McBee Elementary

Guerrero Thompson Elementary
Padrón Elementary

Sadler Means YWLA
Blanton Elementary

Andrews Elementary
Harris Elementary
Jordan Elementary

Norman Elementary
Sims Elementary

Gus Garcia YMLA
Overton Elementary

McCallum High
Gullett Elementary

Highland Park Elementary
Maplewood Elementary
Oak Springs Elementary

Reilly Elementary

Blackshear Elementary
Campbell Elementary

Lee Elementary
Ridgetop Elementary

Kealing Middle
Lamar Middle

Dobie Middle
Webb Middle

Barrington Elementary
Dobie Pre-K Center (Relocation to 

Hart & Graham)
Graham Elementary

Walnut Creek Elementary
Winn Elementary

Hart Elementary 
(Pre-K Spaces)

Reagan High
Hart Elementary

Pickle Elementary

Travis High
Becker Elementary

Houston Elementary

Uphaus Early Childhood Center Fulmore Middle
Mendez Middle

Dawson Elementary
Rodriguez Elementary

Travis Heights Elementary
Widén Elementary

Garza Independence High Clifton Career Development School

Group 3: 6-12 Years Group 4: 12-25 Years Group 5: 17-25 Years
Poor FCA, Unsatisfactory ESA, Projected 

Overcrowding
Average FCA or Average ESA Good to Excellent FCA or ESA

Comprehensive 
Projects

Projects Anticipated Years 12-25

See Appendix A for complete recommendations for each school.

Projects Anticipated Years 17-25

https://www.austinisd.org/sites/default/files/dept/fmp/docs/FMP-Update-ApdxA-Schl_RecVertTmV2_Jan2020.pdf
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While the focus of this FMP Update is on the long-term modernization of AISD’s school facilities, the Guiding Principles 

require consideration of possible school consolidations. The principles of Optimal Utilization, Protection of Financial 

Investment, and Equity in Facilities all suggest that there may be certain conditions, such as persistent under-

enrollment, that require the District to consider whether to maintain academic programs in two or more separate 

school facilities or consolidate them into a smaller number of facilities. Thus, in order to optimize the opportunities for 

all students to learn in fully modernized environments as quickly as possible and with the most efficient investment of 

District funds, this FMP Update recognizes that some school consolidations must be considered.

Accordingly, the FABPAC and the Planning Team developed specific criteria for the evaluation of which schools should 

be considered for potential consolidations. Ideally, no school will be consolidated into another unless and until the 

facility receiving students has been fully modernized.

The criteria for evaluating potential consolidations were divided into three tiers, each of which should be considered 

in succession. Only schools that meet the criteria in all three tiers should be considered for consolidation and 

repurposing of the facility. In consideration of future consolidations or closures, the district will first give consideration 

to whether a campus has been recognized by TEA the preceding year for academic excellence or progress in closing 

the academic achievement gap in its criteria (Board of Trustees’ Amendment).

The FABPAC recommends that for any future resulting consolidation, AISD develop a transition plan that considers 

staffing, programming, and other needs. 

The District has the responsibility to respond to financial or physical building hardships and reserves the right 

to consolidate any schools at any time regardless of status, as needed. This action could come in response to 

circumstances such as budget shortfalls due to funding issues, including failure of bonds and modifications of state or 

Federal funding guidelines, or facility condition. 

A Target Utilization Plan is recommended for school communities to address the pattern of declining enrollment 

below 75%. The purpose is to encourage and support efficient utilization of school facilities so communities have 

more real-time information, involvement in and understanding of the status of their schools. This also will allow time 

to address and assess under-enrollment in a proactive manner.

As such, AISD is developing a structured process with milestones and data to support campus’ efforts to grow 

enrollment and this process will be vetted with District and school leadership. Any campus that is placed on a TUP 

and that is under-enrolled shall receive priority in Standard Automatic Measures (SAMs) including but not limited to 1) 

priority in communication and marketing and 2) resources and support (Board of Trustees’ Amendment).

The Target Utilization Plan is a new concept developed during the 2016-17 FMP Update process. In the fall of 2017, 

additional schools may be identified for a Target Utilization Plan. 

Target Utilization Plan

School Consolidation Criteria
Note: Effective SY2020-21, a TUP is recommended for schools below 85% or above 110%, see Appendix G.
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Tier 1: Preliminary Identification as Candidate for Consolidation
All four Tier 1 criterion should be satisfied to be considered for consolidation
1. Enrollment & Utilization: The school has a current rate and a historic trend of enrollment to permanent capacity 

below 75 percent; and
2. Population: The school has a consistent (3 or more years) projected declining attendance area population within its 

current boundary; and
3. Viable Boundary Adjustment: There are no schools in the immediate vicinity that are above 115% of permanent 

capacity when compared to enrollment or population that could offer a boundary adjustment solution; and
4. Geographic proximity: There is another school or academic program(s) within geographic proximity that presents 

an opportunity for consolidation.

Tier 2: Opportunities & Needs Review

1. Facility Conditions: What are the significant physical and functional conditions of the building(s) (FCA and ESA) and 

has the facility been identified for a comprehensive project based on its conditions? 
2. Capital & Operating Cost Benefits: Is there an opportunity to maximize capital investments and ongoing 

maintenance and operations costs by efficiently combining programs to one site while fulfilling Ed Spec 
standards? (e.g. site amenities such as playgrounds and fields, space program elements)

3. Excess Space: Are there limited opportunities to improve the utilization rate of the existing facility to above 75%? 
Examples could include: incorporating a new use such as community wrap-around services or other partnership; 
grade level reconfiguration; new program or District leadership initiative 

4. Program Continuity: Would the consolidation disrupt the continued opportunities for unique curricular programs 
and school performance? (e.g. Fine Arts consolidating into STEM)

5. Transportation Impacts: Would the consolidation significantly impact travel time and/or transportation costs? 
6. Facility Repurpose Options: Is there an opportunity to repurpose the sending facility to allow it to continue to serve 

the community?

Tier 3: Detailed Review of Other Factors & Engagement 
In this step, additional analysis will be conducted for each consolidation as appropriate, to better understand issues 
unable to be fully studied in the FMP Update planning time period.  Examples include transportation and traffic 
studies, parking analysis, and other environmental considerations. 
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AISD Facility Conditions
The following charts are organized by Vertical Team and show a summary of campus age and conditions. Additionally, 

the charts include an illustration of utilization over time by presenting enrollment (“Enroll”), student population 

(“Pop”), and permanent capacity (“Perm Cap”) per school. It is important to note that the population projections 

for 2021 and 2026 are for AISD students that live within each attendance area and do not include potential transfer 

students. Project recommendations were informed by this data. The future demographic data shown below describe 

anticipated student populations with current school attendance boundaries.  They do not take into account 

construction of potential new schools, or potential future boundary adjustments.

Elementary Schools
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Chapter 3
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Middle Schools
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High Schools
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These recommendations are not meant to be created once and carried out 

without question for the next 25 - 30 years. They are instead a look into the 

future as carefully as can be done today and a plan that must be revisited and 

updated every two years, in accordance with AISD’s commitment. Economic 

conditions change; school boundaries may change; enrollments will shift; 

and building systems weaken or become obsolete. These and other factors 

must be carefully monitored on a regular basis, and future FMP Updates must 

consider changes to the recommendations contained herein, in light of those 

new conditions. 

Conclusion
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Chapter 4AISD Performing Arts Center
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Related Activities and 
Next Steps
Funding and Implementation

In order to finance the FMP Update’s recommendations, a bond 

referendum must be conducted. A bond referendum can be an 

opportunity for Austin citizens to vote to improve AISD facilities through 

the issuing of bonds for those improvements. 

 

Bond referendum language will clearly outline the scope of work for each 

school building, in the short term and long term. There will be certain 

facilities that need program-driven academic reinvention projects or 

building system upgrades, while those schools await their comprehensive 

modernization projects. There will be facilities that may face demolition, 

repurposing, or replacement. Funds will be needed to support these 

efforts, through a carefully planned and executed bond referendum.

What is a bond?
When bonds are “issued” 
it means they are available 

for purchase from the issuing 
government (municipality) that 
is raising the necessary funds, 
typically to take on a large-scale 
capital improvement project. In 
exchange for the purchase, the 
issuing agency promises 1) to pay a 
specified rate of interest during the 
life of the bond, and 2) to repay the 
principal (actual face value of the 
bond) once that bond matures.

Chapter 4:

Other Sources of Funding
While bonds are a primary source for supporting capital investments, AISD realizes the need to balance priorities and 

be mindful of the financial impact to taxpayers. As a result, the District will need to consider leveraging its facility 

assets as a means towards financing other important needs. AISD is therefore currently considering options for 

revenue generation through sales or partnerships with public and private entities for ten non-school properties. AISD 

will continue to pursue more opportunities over time, as potential assets are identified.

Specifically, AISD will seek more ways to collaborate with the City of Austin, Travis County, Travis Central Health and 

other public and private entities to ensure that facility planning is robust and informed, and that community assets 

are utilized to their maximum potential. Further, the Board of Trustees has established a goal to pursue endeavors that 

support both educational programming and neighborhood needs, including affordable housing to stabilize District 

enrollment.

Bond Planning Strategy
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Boundary Advisory 
Committee (BAC)
The Boundary Advisory Committee (BAC) is a group 

that develops recommendations for the creation of, 

and adjustments to, school attendance areas. This FMP 

Update includes a number of recommendations for 

consideration of boundary adjustments by the BAC, 

whether to address utilization disparities between 

adjacent schools, or to define the boundaries for 

newly constructed schools. This FMP Update further 

anticipates that future updates should also consider 

such recommendations, and possibly offer others. 

Following the approval of the FMP Update, the FABPAC 

and AISD will begin to facilitate a review by the BAC. 

Educational 
Specifications
Educational specifications (Ed Specs) are guiding 

documents developed by school districts to outline 

their space planning standards and other facility 

requirements. AISD is currently performing a 

comprehensive update of its District-wide Ed Specs, 

targeted to be completed by Spring of 2017. These Ed 

Specs will outline, for each of the elementary, middle, 

and high school levels, a prototype model reflecting the 

District’s vision for 21st-century learning environments. 

These prototypes will serve as the baselines for site-

specific plans for each school modernization project as it 

proceeds into implementation.

Academic Programming 
Discussions
AISD will continue to enhance its curriculum and 

programming to reinvent the urban education 

experience. The District believes in academic experiences 

that promote the development of power skills — 

collaboration, communication, connection, creativity, 

critical thinking, and cultural proficiency. 

 

The academic vision of AISD is grounded in the 

implementation and integration of three strategic 

initiatives: 1) the fostering of the “whole child,” which 

includes Social Emotional Learning, the Creative Learning 

Initiative, Cultural Proficiency and Inclusiveness, and 

Coordinated School Health; 2) literacy, and 3) the 

transformative use of technology.

The FMP Update includes Academic Reinvention 

Projects to address access and equity and to grow the 

District’s program portfolio. Additionally, AISD is leading 

focused efforts to develop long-range master plans for 

Athletics, Career and Technical Education, and Fine Arts 

to identify opportunities for program refinement and 

give consideration for growth and equity. AISD continues 

to refine and support existing programs such as dual 

language, Early College High Schools, and other academic 

opportunities to ensure that all students are college-, 

career-, and life-ready.

Numerous efforts related to this FMP Update are being coordinated as necessary next steps. AISD recognizes that, 

whether already underway or yet to be initiated, all of the following must be undertaken through collaboration with a 

wide range of AISD stakeholders in order to ensure effective implementation of the FMP Update.

Coordinated Efforts
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Departmental Master Plans & Planning 
for Other Non-School Facilities
Aside from the schools, the District owns and operates numerous support facilities, ranging from centralized athletic 

facilities to administrative offices. While the future of many of these facilities will be addressed via the departmental 

master plans for Athletics, Fine Arts, and Career & Technical Education recommended herein at the encouragement 

of the FABPAC, the District has also conducted an analysis of administrative office needs and real estate analyses 

to determine the most efficient use of its assets. This analysis may result in the disposition of some properties, the 

consolidation of some space needs into underutilized school space, or other actions.

Design Standards and 
Sustainability
In addition to the Educational Specifications, AISD’s 

Project Development Manual specifies the District’s 

requirements for design of capital improvement 

projects and the development of construction contract 

documents. The Project Development Manual contains 

design standards, master guide specifications, the AISD 

energy standard, and more. This manual is for use by 

the design professional in the development of project 

design. The design standards are continually updated 

and will evolve with the modernization concept.

Implementation Planning
While this FMP Update provides a high-level overview 

of recommendations for all facilities across the District, 

an extensive amount of design work remains on each 

project in order to prepare it for implementation. 

Specifically, concept designs for each comprehensive 

project must be developed sufficiently for detailed 

pricing. Both comprehensive and targeted projects 

must be analyzed in terms of their schedule, scope, 

and budget in order to determine the appropriate 

contracting and delivery methods to ensure the 

District’s investments are made most efficiently.

Property Repurposing
School facilities that become available via a 

consolidation may be considered for alternative uses. 

Experiences in other districts have shown that allowing 

such facilities to lie dormant risks introduction of a 

number of problems, and these community assets 

have a financial and/or community value that should 

be realized. Such facilities should be evaluated relative 

to the range of potential uses and a determination of 

which may best serve the community. In such cases, 

AISD will work with the community to explore those 

options.

Portable Reduction 
Strategy 
Portable classroom buildings have been, and will 

continue to serve as, a valuable resource when 

additional space is needed on a temporary basis. 

However, AISD recognizes that there must be a plan 

to reduce their use whenever possible, as in many 

cases they are not optimal learning environments, 

and are more expensive to operate and maintain than 

permanent buildings.
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